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Abstract 
Split-Spectrum Signal Processing (SSP) technique presents in this paper with application to Ultrasonic Guided 
Wave (UGW) testing. The problem of background/coherent noise due to presence of Dispersive Wave Modes 
(DWM) in the context of ultrasonic scattering is addressed and a novel solution is proposed for reduction of the 
effects of DWM in the received signal by utilizing the SSP technique. The proposed technique investigates the 
sensitivity of SSP application to the filter bank parameter values such as number of filters, filter bandwidth, and 
filter overlap. Therefore, as a result the optimum values are introduced that significantly improves the Signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR). The proposed method has been compared with conventional approaches and tested with 
different type of recombination techniques for a synthesized signal of 6 inch pipe. The Polarity Thresholding (PT) 
algorithm was found to give the best result and substantially improves the SNR performance by an average of 10 
dB. 
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Introduction 
Long range ultrasonic testing (LRUT) is an advanced Non-Destructive testing (NDT) technique that employs 
Ultrasonic Guided Waves (UGW) signal for inspection of pipes that is widely employed in recent years.  
This technique screen long lengths of pipelines rapidly with full coverage of pipe wall and identify areas of 
corrosion or erosion from one location.  
UGW testing operates at kHz range (20–100 kHz) to transmit the waves using a ring of dry-coupled transducers 
around the pipe. These waves propagating along the pipe reflect by changes in acoustic impedance (due to changes 
in thickness). Thus, the transducers record these reflections and mode conversions.  
In general, the signal that employs to excite the ultrasonic transducers is a sine wave that has been modulated by 
a Hann window in order to reduce the transmitted bandwidth. Figure 1 is an example of a ten-cycle pulse with a 
centre frequency of のど ��権 as an excitation signal and its frequency spectrum. A typical のど ��権 received signal 
and its frequency spectrums that contain some random/coherent noise are displayed in Figure 2. In order to 
minimize the effects of any random noise or interference; the received signal is averaged over repeated tests. 
 

 
Figure 1. Typical UGW excitation signal: a) excitation time domain signal, b) excitation frequency domain signal. 
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Figure 2. Typical UGW received signal: a) received time domain signal, b) received frequency domain signal. 

 
Received signals usually consist of a number of peaks that correspond to reflections from features of the structure 
under inspection, such as welds or areas of corrosion. Between these peaks, there are background signal that 
mainly happen due to the following reasons: i) caused by interaction of the ultrasonic signal with the structure, as 
the material will usually exhibit low-level surface roughness. ii) due to ultrasonic mode conversions. When the 
ultrasound interacts with a feature, coating or surface roughness, some of the energy will be converted into 
different wave modes. If a mode is dispersive, then it will contribute to the background signal (noise) as it will 
spread out in time and space [1]. 
The aim of UGW testing technique is to transmit non-dispersive wave modes; however interaction of the 
ultrasonic wave modes with the non-axisymmetric features of the pipe can lead to mode conversions. This results 
in the generation of dispersive wave modes (DWM). In order to increase the defect sensitivity and improving the 
ratio of reflection from features, it is important to reduce the effect of DWM as much as possible. The background 
noise due to dispersion is coherent (non-random) and occupies the same bandwidth as the signal of interest. Due 
to this reason, conventional techniques such as using low-pass, high pass filters or averaging became unable to 
reduce them.  
Wilcox [2] developed a technique for reversing the effect of dispersion on a dispersive wave mode. This technique 
used knowledge of the dispersion characteristics of the wave mode to map signals from the time to the distance 
domain. This technique reverses the effect of dispersion on a particular wave mode and restores it to an 
undispersed pulse, whereas this paper is concerned with reducing the presence of all dispersive modes in the 
received signal.  
In this paper an advanced signal processing technique called Split Spectrum Processing (SSP) introduced to reduce 
the level of coherent noise. The different SSP filter bank parameters and recombination techniques have been 
investigated and the most promising result proposed that significantly improves the SNR of received signals. 
 
Split Spectrum Processing (SSP) 
A significant amount of research has been done on use of SSP algorithm in conventional ultrasonic testing (UT) 
to reduce grain scatter in the received signals [3–11]. SSP technique first developed from the frequency agility 
techniques used in radar [3]. Karpur et al. [4] presented a theoretical basis for the selection of SSP filter bank 
parameters and carried out experimental verification. Rose et al. [5] considered the use of SSP techniques in a 
number of ultrasonic NDT applications to improves SNR. Saniie et al. [6] presented a FPGA-based architecture 
for SSP algorithm and its application to achieve real-time ultrasonic signal processing and then suggested a neural 
network (NN) coupled to SSP for further improvement [7]. Rodriguez et al. [8] proposed some extensions for 
SSP based on the use of variable bandwidth filters equally spaced in frequency and energy gain equalized. Syam 
[9] employed the combination of SSP method and Order Statistic filters to reduce the influence of reverberation 
for flaw detection utilizing a wide band signal. 
The literatures illustrated that the SSP technique is sensitive to the selection of its filter bank parameters and 
successful implementation depends on that. However, most of the literatures do not specifically address the 
important issue of filter bank parameters. A number of methods that lend themselves to adaption for filter bank 
parameters; have not been fully investigated in terms of their capacity to provide such improvement for UGW 
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testing. Therefore the core concept explored is this paper is choosing appropriate filter bank parameters together 
with its application to select the suitable recombination methods. The goal was to improve the performance of 
SSP application and improve the SNR performance for received UGW signal. 
 
Description of SSP 
In general, SSP technique involves filtering a signal using a bank of band pass filters in order to generate a set of 
sub-band signals. These sub-band signals are then subjected to a number of possible non-linear processing 
techniques in the time domain to generate an output signal shows in Figure 3.  
As it shows in Figure 3 the input signal, 捲岫�岻, is transformed into the frequency domain using a fast Fourier 
transform (FFT) and then filtered by a bank of band-pass filters. Subsequently, the outputs from the filter bank, �賃岫血岻 岫� =  な,に, … , 券岻,  converted back into the time domain by using inverse FFT (IFFT) and then normalized 
by a weighting factor, 拳賃. These signals undergo form of non-linear reconstruction resulting in the output signal, 検岫�岻.  
Note that the velocity of DWM is a function of frequency; so dispersive components of the received signal will 
vary across the SSP sub-bands whereas the non-dispersive components stay constant. Therefore, the use of SSP 
techniques would suppress regions of the signal that vary across the bandwidth, reducing the effects of DWM. 
Variety of SSP recombination techniques have been tested in this work for synthesized UGW testing. Polarity 
Thresholding (PT) [10] has been given the most promising result; thus it is utilized as the recombination technique 
in this paper.  PT algorithm is defined as; 
 検��[兼]  =  捲[兼]  if all 捲沈[兼]  >  ど, � = な, … , 券 検��[兼]  =  捲[兼]  if all 捲沈[兼]  <  ど, � = な, … , 券 検��[兼]  =  ど  Otherwise             岫な岻 

 
Where, 検��  is the Polarity Thresholding algorithm’s output, 捲[兼] is the input signal, and 捲沈[兼]  are the sub-band 
signals. This algorithm checks the signal sub-bands at each sample time and if the samples are all positive or all 
negative then the signal is unchanged. Otherwise, the output is zero. This has the effect of only passing time 
samples where polarity is not affected by frequency. Therefore, parts of the signal that are highly frequency-
dependent will be removed [3, 5, and 11]. 
 
Selection of Filter Bank Parameters Values for UGW testing 
The most important parameters that need to be specified for spectral splitting in SSP application are: a) the total 
bandwidth, b) the filter separation, c) the filter crossover, d) the number of filters and e) the filter bandwidth.  
Note that, these parameters are not independent, as changing one value will require other values to change. The 
parameter selection rules used for SSP of conventional UT signals is unsuitable for UGW testing. This is due to 
the comparatively long duration and narrow bandwidth of the LRUT signal. The calculation of the filter 
 

 

Figure 3.  Block diagram of SSP 
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separation as described by [4], led to a large number of filters, requiring either a large overlap or narrow 
bandwidth. The large overlap meant that the sub-bands were very highly correlated and the SSP had little effect. 
Using very narrow filters led to the loss of all features in the sub-bands and therefore in the outputs from SSP. 
Consequently, the parameters for SSP of UGW testing were determined empirically. This involved varying the 
SSP parameters and repeating the processing several hundred times in order to find the parameters that gave the 
best performance. The performance of the processing was quantified by finding the SNR of the output signals. 

Technique for Simulation of Dispersive Wave Modes  
The technique has been described here is based on applying a frequency-dependent phase shift to a wave packet 
[1, 12]. This phase shift depends on the phase velocity of the wave mode, which is a function of frequency and 
can be found from the dispersion curve using the DISPERSE software [13].The dispersive wave packet, 血岫�岻 , 
that has propagated at a distance 捲 =  穴  can be calculated by using inverse Fourier transform as; 

[血岫�岻]掴=鳥 =  なに� ∫ �岫�岻結珍岫�痛−賃岫栂岻掴岻穴�∞
−∞                                                             岫に岻 

Where, �岫�岻 is the frequency domain, �岫�岻 =  � 懸椎ℎ�鎚勅岫�岻⁄  is the circular wave number and 懸椎ℎ�鎚勅岫�岻 is the 

phase velocity of the wave mode. Note that, it is necessary to find 血岫�岻 at a given distance, 捲 =  穴 using transfer 
function related to 血岫�岻 at 捲 =  ど for dispersion of a single wave mode [12, 14 and 15].  
Figure 4 shows the propagation of a dispersive mode as modelled using the presented simulation technique and 
Figure 5 shows the dispersion curve for this wave mode in a 6 inch pipe schedule 40 for 劇岫ど,な岻 and its Flexural 
family up to �岫は,に岻. 
 
Experiment on Synthesis UGW Signals 
The various SSP techniques were implemented using Matlab program. The input signal filters to generate a set of 
sub-bands and then applies a number of different SSP techniques to the sub-bands. The filter bank covers a total 
bandwidth utilising Gaussian band-pass filters.  
The dispersion modelling technique described previous section employed to generate the synthesized UGW 
signals. A dispersive signal was generated using ten-cycle pulse with a centre frequency of のど ��権 to excite the 
axisymmetric Torsional T(0,1) wave mode with its Flexural family up to F(6,2) wave modes that had propagated 
three metre along a 6 inch pipe schedule 40. The sums of these wave modes that contain one Torsional and six 
dispersive wave modes are presented in Figure 6.  
 

 
Figure 4. Propagation of a dispersive wave mode, �岫の,に岻 
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Figure 5. Synthesized UGW signals: Torsional T(0,1) and its Flexural family F(1,2), F(2,2),…,F(6,2) wave modes. 

 
Since the dispersive wave modes are frequency dependent, so they spread out in time and convert to the coherent 
noise as illustrates in this figure.  
Figure 6 from top shows the synthesized input signal, its frequency spectrum including sub-band filters and clearly 
confirms that the signal occupies the same bandwidth as the clean pulse of Figure 1, the output signal after 
applying SSP technique utilising Polarity Thresholding algorithm as the recombination technique. A Hann 
modulated pulse was added to the dispersive signal to simulate a coherent reflection. Result in Figure 6 clearly 
indicates that the proposed technique has improved the SNR by an average of 10 dB. 
The signal level 岫鯨岻 was taken as the peak value in the region where the simulated reflection is and the noise level 岫�岻 was taken as the RMS value of the whole signal. The signal to noise ratio 岫鯨�迎岻 was calculated as; 
 鯨�迎 = にど log (鯨�)                                                                                   岫ぬ岻 

To calculate the 鯨�迎 enhancement we calculate the 鯨�迎 for both input and output signals and the improvement 
achieved as follow; 鯨�迎沈陳椎追墜塚陳勅津痛 =  鯨�迎墜通痛椎通痛 −  鯨�迎沈津椎通痛                                        岫ね岻 

 

 

Figure 6. From top: Input signal, Frequency spectrum and the PT output signal 
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Conclusion 
In this paper, a novel technique proposed that significantly reduces the presence of dispersive wave modes 
(coherent noise) in received UGW signals. It also shows promise to enhance sensitivity and increase inspection 
range of LRUT. The Polarity Thresholding (PT) algorithm utilized as the recombination technique that 
considerably reduced the coherent noise level and improved SNR by an average of 10 dB. This paper only 
discussed the results relate to PT algorithm applied to synthesis signals. Further improvements that could obtain 
from PT with minimization as well as experimental validation of SSP application will be presented in a future 
paper. 
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